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I do not expect you to read all of the readings on this list, nor any of them in
full. (Don’t worry that I’ll be quizzing you on the whole reading list during your
tutorial, I won’t!) In fact, students who read all of the readings tend to produce
(overly long!) essays that are mere superficial, broad summaries of the whole lit-
erature, instead of a sustained argument that focuses on addressing the narrow
essay question according to the specific angle that you have chosen for this essay.
Thus, have a look at the essay questions; pick your favourite (i.e. don’t answer
them all, just one!); read the relevant primary text; decide whether you want to
stick with this essay question (or start over); pick out relevant further readings
from the list. I have added mini-summaries to help you choose relevant readings.

See here for writing and layout guides, and an essay writing checklist.

Essay questions

1. Define Emergence. [Illustrate with examples.]

2. What is the distinction between ontological and epistemological emer-
gence? Are there any examples of the former? Why should we care about
the latter?

Primary texts

Conway’s Game of Life, http://www.bitstorm.org/gameoflife/
* Play around a bit with this game, to get a feel for the beautiful emer-
gent structures that one can create from very simple fundamental rules
(i.e. ‘laws of nature’)

Timothy O’Connor & Hong Yu Wong (2015), Emergent Properties,
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
* Overview of different notions of emergence, including ontological and
epistemological emergence.
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M. Silberstein (2002), The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy of Science,
Blackwell Publishing Ltd, Oxford, UK, 2002.
* Ontological & epistemological emergence

Daniel Dennett (1991), Real Patterns, The Journal of Philosophy 88(1):27-
51
* A naturalist/pragmatist view of emergence

Secondary Texts

Yaegwon Kim (1999), Making Sense of Emergence, Philosophical Stud-
ies, 95: 336.
* Against ontological emergence

Jeremy Butterfield (2011), Foundations of Physics 41:920-959
* Long (and difficult), so just focus on the few sections that are of inter-
est to the angle you have chosen to focus on when answering the essay
question.
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